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Decoupled Lateral Directional Flight Control System 
Deslgn Using Elgenstructure Assignment Method 
The combat effictivenzss of a 
Abstracf 
modern fighter aircraft main11 relies on 
the aircraft maneuverability and precision tracking Precise tracking 
of the aircraft attitude in the desired direction ~c required for an 
efficient handling of sophisticated weapons Lnfortunately, the 
aircraft motlon is a coupled motion The ccupling causes the motion 
of the aircraft along andlor about all the three axes sirnultaneousl~ 
for an input g n e n  along or about one axis Due to the s l r n m e t r ~  in 
the mass dlstribut~on and geometrv about the \ertical plane the 
longitudrnal and the lateralldirectional motions of an atrcraft can be 
deemed to be a decoupled for the purpose of svnthesizing an aircraft 
filght control svstem Howei er, the coupllng between the lateral 
motion and the  directional motion is strong because of the asvmrnetn 
caused by the vertical fin, the dihedral angle of the wing, the canopJ, 
the tapered shape of the fuselage, control surface deflections, etc In 
a quest for supermaneuverability and agility, the fighter aircraft 
designers are exploring the high angle of attack f l ~ g h t  envelope 
When an aircraft rolls through ninety degrees about its body axis, the 
angle of attack gets converted to the angle of sideslip T h ~ s  coupling 
1s often referred to  as the kinematic coupling The kinematic 
coupling further enhances the coupling betueen the  lateral and the  
directtonal mot~ons  of the aircraft The high angle of sideslip, 
developed due to  the kinematrc couplrng, IS undes~rable  because of 
the associated adverse effects on the  control surface effectiveness and 
the drrectional stabrlity of the aircraft The effect of the kinematic 
coupling can be reduced by rollrng about the stabilrty axis For the 
aircraft flight control system applrcatrons, the coupling between the 
lateral and the directronal motion produces a sideslip due t o  a roll 
rate and a roll rate due to a yaw ratelsideslrp For an effective 
combat maneuver, the coupling between the lateral and the 
directronal motions of the aircraft are undesrrable 
Ma\lmizing the llft to  weight ratio of an arrfrarne IS one of thz 
objectrves In fuffrlling the strmgent requrrements on the agility and 
maneuverability of a modern combat aircraft In case of an unstablz 
airframe the lift generated b% the longitudrnal control surfaces to 
trim the ancraf t  ards the main lift generated by the wing For this 
reason many of the combat aircraft are designed with an inherent 
statlc unstable alr frames The stability and performance of such an 
airframe are augmented by using a Fly-By-Wlre (FBW) flight control 
system consisting of sensors, drgital computers, actuators etc 
Digital implementation of a FBW Flight Control Svstcm (FCS) has 
been successful in terms of  stability, command follouing, precision 
control, autoprlot modes etc The handling qualit\ requirements 
honever, h a ~ e  suffered due to generrc problems of additional 
command path time delays of the electro-mechanrcal s e n s m g  and 
actuating 7.ssteme The delay coupled with hrgher ordsr dynamics of 
the FCS may result In a low frequency Pilot Induced Oscillations 
(PIO) and a hrgh frequency ratcheting interactions The P I 0  mat 
lead to uncontrollable oscrllations with disastrous results Therefore 
the FCS deslgn procedure for a fighter alrcraft should also 
incorporate a procedure to identify and alleviate possible P I 0  a t  the 
time of FCS deslgn Hence, the FCS deslgn objectives for a modern 
fighter aircraft include stability augmentation, response shaping, 
motion or response decoupling, prevention of I along with 
fulfilling the handlrng quality requirements The response 
decoupllng, In general, is an abllity to  command a chosen response 
variable without s lgn~ficant  change in other response variables 
The simple procedure involved in designrng a controller for the 
requlred dzcoupling and transient response shaping has made the 
Eigenstructure Assignment method central to  the alrcraft FCS desrgn 
The method mcorporates classical FCS specifications on mods 
damplng, frequency response, settling time and also mode decoupling 
into a modern multivariable framework Difficulty in applying this 
technique for the FCS deslgn l ~ e s  in translating the desired flying 
qualltv requirements into a closed loop desired eigenvalues and 
e i g c n ~  ectors (elgenstructure) The literature surkey c o ~  crlng the past 
two decades on thz eigenstructure assignment, ind~ca tzs  that ~t is a 
well-cstabllshed control sbstem design technique for MIVO wstems 
Its applications to a number of flight vehicles, espec~a l ly  to the 
lateral mode of an aircraft has reposed substantial confidence on this 
methodolog: Honete r ,  detailed evaluation of design specitications 
including handling qualitv requirements stabilitv requirements P I 0  
prel ention and practical implementabillty, have not been ekplored 
fully so for and the results of which are not available In the open 
literature It 1s therefore desirable t o  evaluate the handling quality 
and stability requirements of the aircraft with the FCS designed using 
the eigenstructure techmque 
In this dissertation, a decoupled lateral-directional FCS of a modern 
fighter aircraft is synthesized using the eigenstructure assignment 
technique A static gain output feedback controller is considered for 
the design The desired eigenstructure, required in the FCS design, 
is obtained from the stability and handling quality requirements of the 
aircraft The lateral directional response decoupling is one of thz 
important design requirements The factors influencing lateral- 
direction coupling of the fighter aircraft are discussed To reduce the 
coupling, the FCS is designed for rolling about the stabilitv axis 
Rolling about thz stabilitv axis is required for reducing the k inemat~c  
coupling between angle of attack and sideslip angle The roll mode 
eigenstructure required for rollmg around the stability axis can be 
efficlentlv defined in the stability axis system Hence the required 
output feedback controller 1s s\nti~esized In the stability axis system 
Suitable coordinatz transformations are used for the bod\ to  stabilit\ 
a u s  state transformations A cross-feed controller is also used to 
reduce the lateral directronal coupling due to  the elelon deflectrons 
During the design important stability derivatives like e l p ,  Cnp, etc 
are verified for their effectiveness in the lateral, directional and spiral 
stability 
Asszssment of the controller with assocrated FCS Ilard\\are elements 
is carried out both In time and f requenc~  domams The time domain 
performance evaluation consists of closed loop aircraft flying q u a l m  
assessments by e\tcnsive linear and nonlinear simulation studies In 
the llnear simulation studies, response of linear models o f  the 
aircraft w ~ t h  the linear models of individual FCS hardware elements, 
1s analyzed for a glven step input The nonlinear s i rnula t~on studies 
cons~s t s  of, responses analysis for  step and doublet command inputs to 
the six degrees of freedom nonlmear aircraft model with the reduced 
order individual FCS hardware models Flyxng qualities are 
demonstrated with the linear simulation studies The assumptions 
made in l i n e a r ~ s a t ~ o n  a d the effect of long~tudinal  lateral decoupling 
are validated by the nonlinear simulation studies As a part  of  the 
frequency domain assessment, the  stability analvsls is carried out In 
terms of gain and phase marglns The margins are computed for 
indiv~dual  loops taken one loop a t  a tirnr: The stability margms are 
represented in terms of 'Closeness Parameter Thls parametzr also 
considers the magnitude and phase characterist~cs o f  the system 
betneen the gain and phase crossover frequencies Thz sprral mode 
instabllit\ and susceptance for the dlrzctional divergence of the 
aircraft is .\. alidatzd in the nonlinear simulation studv bv performing a 
bank to  bank maneuver Effect of command path delavs and issues 
i n ~ o l v e d  in the Pilot Induced Oscillations are discussed The axcraf t  
susceptib~li tv t o  the pilot induced osci l la t~ons is analbzed In terms of 
'Phase Rate Criterion' of the roll command path transfcr function 4 
Fl\ ing Qualit) Assessment package is developed uslng M ATLAB 
software to perform the f l j ~ n g  q u a l ~ t y  tests and to  tabulate the  results 
in required format 
